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Simplified nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of heteronuclear dipolar couplings for molecules in an 
anisotropic environment, such as liquid crystals and lipids, are obtained by proton-detected local-field spectroscopy. 
The distance-dependent dipolar interactions between spins of magnetically active nuclei can be determined 
directly from the spectrum because many-body effects that complicate conventional dipolar NMR spectra are 
avoided by selectively probing local fields produced by rare spins at the location of abundant spins. We employ 
the technique to resolve the carbon-proton dipolar couplings of benzene dissolved in a nematic liquid crystal 
and to measure phosphorus-proton couplings in lecithin in the La phase to obtain constraints on the phosphocholine 
headgroup structure. 

Internuclear distances in anisotropic samples, such as solids 
and liquid crystals, can be determined from dipolar couplings 
between magnetically active nuclei. However, this approach has 
been hampered in all but the simplest cases by the complexity of 
traditional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra in the 
presence of dipolar couplings.l.2 This complexity is a consequence 
of the fact that an ensemble of strongly coupled nuclear spins 
represents a many-body system. In this Letter we demonstrate 
that simple dipolar spectra can be obtained by the NMR method 
of proton-detected local-field spectro~copy.'-~ Applied to liquid- 
crystalline samples or molecules oriented in a liquid-crystalline 
matrix, the method directly yields a pair of lines for each 
heteronuclear dipolar coupling constant. Not only bond lengths5 
but also long-range couplings can be determined. Applying the 
technique to lecithin in the bilayer La phase, we have obtained 
31P-1H dipolar couplings, which, combined with NMR data from 
the literature, provide strong constraints on the possible phos- 
pholipid headgroup conformations. 

Figure 1 shows conventional proton and carbon-13 NMR 
spectra of benzene dissolved in a nematic liquid crystal. The 
anisotropy of the solvent leads to orientational ordering of the 
solute which results in spectra that reflect partially averaged 
dipolar coupling constants. It is clear that the spectra of Figure 
1 donot reflect thechemicalstructureinastraightfonvardmanner. 
There are many more lines than the seven distinct dipolar 
interactions among the spins in the molecule. In general, the 
spectrum of an N-spin system contains up to nmax = (iN+ I )  lines.6 
For N = 7 ,  this number is 3003. Even the very high symmetry 
of the benzene molecule does not simplify the spectra sufficiently 
for a straightforward analysis. Therefore, conventional studies 
employ numerical simulations to learn about structure and 
dynamics.7-9 Although this approach has provided the most 
accurate structure of benzene to date,I0 it has been limited to 
molecules containing a maximum of a dozen interacting spins 
(nmPx = 2.5 X 106). 

The problem arises from the fact that each proton (or carbon) 
spin gives rise to a spectrum reflecting the interactions to, and 
among, all the proton spins in the molecule. Some degree of 
simplification of the spectra can be achieved by observing I3C 
spectra under homonuclear dipolar decoupling of the protons.11-14 
The I3C spins then evolve only under the influence of the 
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Figurel. One-pulseNMRspectraof 55%benzenedissolvedin thenematic 
liquid crystal Kodak EK-11650 recorded at 310 K: (a) 4otl-MHz proton 
spectrum; (b) 100-MHz carbon-13 sptrum of labeled 13C1-CsHs. 
Because the spins experience local fields from, and effects of the 
interactions among, all the other nuclei, the two spectra display a large 
number of lines despite the high symmetry of the molecule. The only 
way to extract internuclear distances is by simulating the spectra based 
on trial parameters for the structure. 

heteronuclear dipolar local fields produced by the N protons, 
which leads to a maximum of 2N lines (Le., 128 lines for N = 7). 

An approach for a further reduction of the number of lines, 
without loss of information, was first proposed by Weitekamp, 
Garbow, and Pines3 and applied by Nakai and Terao for studying 
one-bond couplings in spinning solidsU5 The effect was also noted 
in heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy of single crystals and 
exploited to distinguish selective transfer from neighboring protons 
and diffusive transfer from more remote  proton^.^ The concept 
of spectral simplification involves detecting the single local field 
produced by the rare 13C spin at the site of each proton and thus 
leads to a dramatic simplification of the spectrum. We have 
implemented the technique in two different ways, employing the 
pulse sequences shown in Figure 2. The method yields spectra 
containing a maximum of Ndoublets whose frequency splittings 
are proportional to the strengths of the heteronuclear dipolar 
couplings. Each splitting, Wd, is directly related to the cor- 
responding internuclear C-H distance r,  according to 
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Fim 2. Two pulse quenccs suitable fa twc-dimcnsional 'H-W 
protondstatcd lml-field s p c " p y .  In (a) carbon (S-spin) polariza- 
tion is first enhanced through the nuclear Overhauser effect during 
saturation of the protons (I spins). The carbon magnetization is then 
rotated into the transverse plane by a 90° pulseand subsequently prsases  
with acharacleristic frequcncyduring thefirstincremcnted dclayrl. The 
proton couplings arc removed during this period by heteronuclcar 
dccoupling. Following the 11 period, one component of the carbon 
magnetization is stored along the I direction to allow time for power 
switchingontheprotonchannel. Subsaluently.thecarbonmagnetization 
is transferred to protons by Hartmann-Hahn cross-polarization.".16 The 
resulting proton magnetization is stored parallel to the field along the z 
axis to allow spin diffusion to occyr among the protons. yielding more 
wen intensities in the spectra. By a (fully phase-cycled) 90- pulse and 
a 45' y pulse. the proton magnetization is rotated into the plane 
perpendicular to the MREV-81'-'9 effectivefield direction (1.0.1). In 
this plane, it osdllates during theaquisition period, 12. under the influence 
of the heteronuclcar dipolar couplings, with the MREV-8 sequence 
effecting homonuclear dipolar dccoupling. Scheme (b) provides an 
alternative in which proton magnetization first evolves under homonuclear 
dccoupling and is then transferred to "C spins far detection. It has the 
advantage that no signal detection w u r s  during the 'H multiple-pulse 
sequence and that the 'H chemical shift is refocused by a 180' pulse at 
1112. Both experiments are repeated many times for different values of 
11, so that a data set is acquired as a function off I and 12. Two-dimensional 
Fourier transformation yields a spectrum which displays carbon-proton 
dipolardoublets resolved according to carbon chemical shifts. Thus, for 
each carbon we obtain a direct maD of the diwlar M U D h R S  to nearbv 
protons. 

where y, and 7s are the gyromagnetic ratios of the proton and 
carbon spins, respectively, and S is an order parameter that 
depmdson thedegree towhich thesoluteisordered bythesolvent. 
In molecules with low symmetry, S is replaced in eq 1 by an 
angledependent factor S, cos2 + sin2 0 + S, sin' + sin2 8 + S, 
m'8, where(&+) denotetheorientationoftheC-Hinternuclear 
vectorina molaularaxissystemandS~aretheorderparameters' 
for this axis system. 

Intheexoeriment. illustrated in Fiaure 2. wlarization transfer - .. 
techniquesiJJ6 allow proton magnetization from molecules 
containing a carbon-13 nucleus (1% natural abundance) to be 
detected selectively. Subject to homonuclear dipolar de- 
coupling,1'-l9each proton spin experiences onlyone heteronuclear 
dipolar interaction with the one carbon-13 spin in the molecule. 
Due to the low abundance of IC ,  there is only a few percent 
probability of finding a second carbon-13 close enough to 
complicate the spectrum. The resulting spectra are further 
simplified by carrying out the experiment in two frequency 
dimensions,mina manner similar toconventionalseparated lml- 
field techniques'2J4 where the extra dimension displays thecarbon 
chemical shifts. At each carbon chemical shift peak, a slice 
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Figure 3. Fmtondetccted local-field spstrum of natural abundance 
benzene dissolved in a nematic liquid crystal (Kodak EK-11650). The 
spectrumwas rccordedwiththcpulseseq"en~0f Figure2a implemented 
ona BnrkerAM-400 spenromctcrusinga standard BNker 5-mm'invcnc" 
solution NMR probe head. Multiple-pulse dccoupling by means of the 
MREV-8 sequence was applied during 12, with a cycle time of 234 p . ~  
(corresponding to a spectral width, after correction for scaling. of -9 
kHz). The proton 90' pulse length was I6 p . ~  (?E, = 2n I5 kHz). and 
thecross-polarizationtimewas IOms .  Quadratureanifanswcrcrcmwcd 
by cycling the phase of the recall pulse after the storage period in concert 
with the receiver phase in 90D steps. The spectral width was 6 kHz in 
the WI dimension. A tolal of S I 2  points were rccorded in 12 for each of 
80 13 incrcments. The data were zero-filled to 512 X 2048 before two- 
dimensional Fourier transformation. The spstrum shown is a slice taken 
parallel to the wz axis at the carbon peak maximum, The width of the 
lines near the center of the spectrum is about I5 Hz. with the rcgolution 
probably being limited by the presence of 'H-'H scalar couplings. The 
spectrumconsists of threedoublets whichcorrespond tothe 1-2.1-).and 
I~/l-Sdistanccsinbenrene. The I4and I-Sdistanccsof3.4and 3.9 
A,rcspectively,donotgiverisctoresolvedpcakpairssincethescpration 
ofthecorrcspondingdipolarlineswouldbeonly 2OHz. whichisobscured 
by J couplings? 

extracted parallel to the dipolar frequency dimension represents 
the proton-detected local-field spectrum of the corresponding 
carbon spin. It should be noted that, in the scheme of Figure 2b. 
the proton-detected local fields are probed by the proton 
magnetization in the evolution period, even though S-spin 
magnetization is observed in the detection period 12. In the 
exampleshown in Figure 3, measured with thesequenceof Figure 
2a, we can easily determine the 1-2. 1-3, and 1-4 distances in 
benzene. The measurement of progressively larger distances 
requires improvements in the resolution of these spectra, which 
may be achieved by enhancing the efficiency of the homonuclear 
decoupling and by eliminating scalar couplings in higher- 
dimensional experimentsl' 

To further indicate the possibilities of the technique. Figure 
4 displays the proton-detected IHJ'P local-field spectrum of 
lecithin (phosphatidylcholine) in its liquid-crystalline (L,.) bilayer 
phase,takenwith thesequenceof Figure2h. Tbespectrumshown 
was obtained from the full 2D spectrum by taking a cross section 
at the maximum of the "P chemical shift powder line shape, 
which corresponds to director orientations perpendicular to the 
external field. Therefore, the cross section appears like the 
spectrum of an oriented sample, without the inhomogeneous 
broadening typical of a powder pattern. The 'H>IP dipolar 
couplings areof considerablevalue toconstrain the torsion angles 
that define the headgroup structure. In particular, dipolar 
couplings exceeding 400 Hz are ruled out by the spectrum. This 
is a significant constraint since the dipole couplings between the 
3'P spin and the nearest proton in the structure, at a distance of 
less than 0.3 nm, could exceed 1500 Hz if the internuclear vector 
was parallel to the director axis. 
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Figure4. Proton-detccted 31P-1H local-field spectrum of egg yolk lecithin 
(99% phosphatidylcholine) in the liquid-crystalline bilayer (La) phase. 
The spectrum was obtained using the pulse sequence of Figure 2b, with 
a 1H 90° pulse length of 11 p and a cross-polarization time of 200 p, 
at a 31P Larmor frequency of 162 MHz. In this case, phosphorus-31 
(spin S = 1 / ~ ,  100% natural abundance, one per lipid molecule) is the 
relevant rare S spin, instead of W. The spectrum shown is a slice taken 
at  the maximum of the IlP signal in the 2D spectrum, which corresponds 
to director orientations perpendicular to the external magnetic field. On 
the right, a portion of a phosphocholine molecule is shown, in a 
conformation that is consistent with the NMR data if one assumes fast 
interconversion with the structure that is obtained by inversion of the 
headgroup torsion angles. 

From the four spectral splittings available from conventional 
ZH and 3lP NMR ~pectroscopy,*2.~~ the headgroup structure 
cannot be unequivocally determined.24~25 Even in a simple model 
with fast rotation around the glycerol C(2)4(3)  axis and rapid 
interconversion of only two mirror-symmetric headgroup con- 

the 2H and 31P NMR data allow four ranges of 
conf0rmations.2~ Of these, only one (structure I11 of ref 24) is 
consistent with our proton-detected local-field spectrum, while 
the three other structures produce spectra with significantly 
different s h a m  and a main spectral splitting which is much larger 
than observed experimentally. However, since the model includes 
a number of untested assumptions, the full determination of the 
dynamic phospholipid headgroup structure requires further 
constraints from NMR spectroscopy. Such work is currently 
under way in our laboratory. In the search for a dynamic 
headgroup structure that is consistent with all NMR data, the 
1H-3lP dipolar spectrum will represent an important check. 

In summary, NMR spectroscopy based on proton-detected 
local fields represents a promising step toward the three- 
dimensional structure determination of lipids, liquid crystals, and 
oriented solids. 
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